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The problem of practice most of our mathematics

teachers encountered with this scenario, is the

slow development of the process skills of

students, specifically in problem solving,

reasoning, communication, connection, and

representation. Students do not have the habit

of mathematical thinking. It was in this context

that the introduction of these learning practices

was developed.



DIAL 6284: Redesigning venue, experiences and

connectivity in managing large class was believed to be an

answer to this dilemma what we teachers are facing,

specifically in Digos City National High School. Large

classes is the most popular scenario in the public schools.

In fact, Digos City National High School is the biggest high

school in the region. Davao Region has 301 secondary

schools, in the 10 divisions. Statistically, it has 83 mother

schools, 60 having large classes. One hundred ninety

three (193) schools have large classes because they have

no annexes. There was a lack of government funds for the

creation of annexes. Moreover, the region has twenty five

annexes (25) annexes. Most of these schools have small

classes but we anticipated for increase in enrolment in the

next school years to come.



Furthermore, in the Division of Digos City,

there was only 1 mother school with 4 annexes

and 2 schools with no annexes. All the 3 high

schools in the division have large classes. The

difficulty in managing students in the school and

improving their academic achievements were the

primary concern of all public schools. There is a

need to innovate the approaches practiced by

teachers to answer the management difficulty of

teachers. It was in this mindset that the author

of the study came out with project DIAL6284.
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Project DIAL 6284 focused on three key areas of

effective and sustainable learning of the students namely:

venue, experiences, and connectivity. The study redesigned

the venue to be a learning environment which promote fun in

learning. It provides an avenue for clearing misconceptions.

Descriptively, it has 10 (115cm x 70cm) tables serve as

working stations for the 10 teams and 1 small table for the

teacher. Each table has corresponding wyteboard used for

the presentation of outputs. This was done to facilitate

convenience and less time consuming. The classroom was

purposively white-painted for the presentation of video

lessons. One of the walls serves as concept wall. Students

posted concepts they learned everyday in a fish-shaped

hardboard and clipped it in a fishnet hanged in the wall. The

learning venue is the large part, if not the 7-hectare school

campus, where peer-tutorial was done.



The learning experiences of the students were divided into

episodes such as scouting, progression and appreciation.

The scouting, is the episode of students learning where in

they are to perform tasks. Tasks were problems for the

students to solve. The teacher designed tasks that will

gauge the understanding of the students of the concept to

learn. In this episode, students solve the tasks using own

idea based from previous learning. The teacher will let the

students performed the task independently. The teacher’s

role is a fellow traveller, along with her students in the

understanding of the concepts. Next is the progression, an

episode that needs the assistance of the teacher. The

understanding of the students on the concepts will progress

through the use of video lessons.



This study determined the effect of the

redesigned venue, experiences and

connectivity on the students’ academic

achievement and mathematical process skills

in terms of problem solving, reasoning,

communication, connection, and representation

of Grade8 students of Digos City National High

School. It also determined its effectivity for

implementation on large classes.



Video lessons are interesting tool for delivery of

understanding of the concept. Supplementary

participatory lecture by the teacher will support the

lesson if necessary. The progress of students

understanding will be gauge by activities designed by

the teacher. This episode summarized the concept and

cleared misconceptions of students. Moreover, the

appreciation episode was the part of students learning

experiences when they recognized the worth of

learning the mathematical concept through giving of

accurate perceptions. The teacher designed indoor or

outdoor activities that will confirm the depth of

understanding and appreciation of the students on the

concepts learned. One of the activities in this episode is

journal writing.



Connectivity, as a focus of the study, was

the ability of the students to connect the

concept learned to real-life situations. The

students should associate the practical

application of the mathematical concepts and

theories to their daily activities for a lifelong

learning. Students solve real-life problems and

connect it to practical scenes through projects,

dramatization, debates, and role playing



Project DIAL 6284 utilized the quasi-

experimental method of research. It was

conducted to 120 high school students, 60

students were in the experimental class and

60 in the control class. The respondents were

purposively selected for the study.



The validated set of instruments

namely: pretest/posttest , rubric on

mathematical process skills in terms of

problem solving, reasoning, communication,

connection, and representation, observation

guide, interview guide, and the self-

assessment on the mathematical process

skills in terms of problem solving, reasoning,

communication, connection, and

representation were used in the study.



The data were subjected to statistical

analysis using mean for the level of academic

achievement and mathematical process

skills of the respondents, T-test for

hypotheses 1 and 2, and descriptive statistics

for the effectiveness of the innovative

approaches for implementation on large

classes.



The data revealed that level of students’

academic achievement in mathematics in the

pretest was low mastery. While in the aspect

of students’ mathematical skills in terms of

problem solving, reasoning, communication,

and representation was in moderate level.

However in the level of students’

academic achievement in Mathematics in

the posttest the respondents have average

mastery . It showed that the intervention

done in terms of innovating the approaches

in teaching mathematics increased the level

of mastery of the respondents.



Furthermore, there is a significant

difference between the experimental class and

the control class level of academic

achievement in mathematics in the posttest.

Also there is a significant difference on the

students’ academic achievement of the

experimental class before and after the

implementation of the innovative approaches

in learning mathematics.



There is a significant difference on the

students’ mathematical process skills in

terms of problem solving, reasoning,

communication, connection, and

representation before and after the

implementation of the innovative approaches

in learning mathematics as assessed by

themselves. The redesigned venue,

experiences, and connectivity is found to be

effective for implementation in large classes.



Finally, the study was an effective

intervention to address the increasing

population in the public schools. This study

was able to produce a teacher-friendly

package of Grade 8 lesson exemplar and

video lessons, useful tools for K-12 teachers.
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